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Abstract
We introduce a foundational sheaf theoretical scheme for the com-
prehension of quantum event structures, in terms of localization sys-
tems consisting of Boolean coordinatization coverings induced by mea-
surement. The scheme is based on the existence of a categorical ad-
junction between presheaves of Boolean event algebras and Quantum
event algebras. On the basis of this adjoint correspondence we prove
the existence of an object of truth values in the category of quantum
logics, characterized as subobject classifier. This classifying object
plays the equivalent role that the two-valued Boolean truth values
object plays in classical event structures. We construct the object
of quantum truth values explicitly and argue that it constitutes the
appropriate choice for the valuation of propositions describing the be-
havior of quantum systems.
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1 Prologue
The notion of the logic of a physical theory has been introduced in 1936 by
von Neumann and G. Birkhoff in a paper entitled The Logic of Quantum
Mechanics. For classical theories the appropriate logic is a Boolean algebra;
but for quantum theories a non-Boolean logical structure is necessary, which
can be an orthocomplemented lattice, or a partial Boolean algebra, or some
other structure of a related form. The logic of a physical theory reflects the
structure of the propositions describing the behavior of a physical system in
the domain of the corresponding theory.
Naturally, the typical mathematical structure associated with logic is an
ordered structure. The original quantum logical formulation of Quantum
theory [1, 2] depends in an essential way on the identification of propositions
with projection operators on a complex Hilbert space. A non-classical, non-
Boolean logical structure is effectively induced which has its origins in Quan-
tum theory. More accurately the Hilbert space quantum logic is axiomatized
as a complete, atomic, orthomodular lattice. Equivalently it can be isomor-
phic to the partial Boolean algebra of closed subspaces of the Hilbert space
associated with the quantum system, or alternatively the partial Boolean
algebra of projection operators of the system. On the contrary, the proposi-
tional logic of classical mechanics is Boolean logic, meaning that the class of
models over which validity and associated semantic notions are defined for
the propositions of classical mechanics is the class of Boolean logic structures.
In the present work, our purpose is twofold: Firstly the construction, and
subsequent interpretation of a sheaf theoretical scheme that accommodates
the formalization of quantum event algebras as structured interlocking fam-
ilies of Boolean event algebras, and secondly, the study of the truth values
structures suited to represent accurately the quantum domain of discourse
according to the sheaf theoretical perspective of this work. We will argue that
generalized classical logic structures, interconnected non-trivially, provide the
building blocks of an appropriate conceptual environment by means of which
it is possible to comprehend the complexity of the structures of quantum
propositions. We hold the view that the logic of quantum propositions re-
flects literal ontological structures of the quantum domain of discourse, and
the perspective offered by the proposed scheme, with respect to a logical
truth values interpretation, reveals the relevant ontological aspects as well.
Traditionally the vast majority of the attempts to explore the logical
structures associated with quantum mechanical systems are based on a set
theoretical language. We propose a transition in the syntax of the theory
involved, which as will see effects a transition in the semantics of quantum
logics. This transition hopefully clarifies the relationship between the on-
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tological structures associated with the classical and quantum domains of
discourse, as it is reflected on their logical intertransformability. The math-
ematical language which is best suited to fulfill our objectives is provided by
category and topos theory [3-9]. This is due to the fact that these theories
provide the means to relate the form and meaning of non-Boolean quantum
logical structure with suitable interlocking locally Boolean contexts, and most
importantly, this can be done in a universal way.
The adoption of categorical syntax involves at least two important con-
ceptual shifts from the way that one is likely to have previously thought
about the mathematical structures considered here. The first shift concerns
the primary significance of structure-preserving mappings, named as arrows,
in category theory language. This shift reflects an opposition with the usual
prevailing significance of sets with structure, named as objects correspond-
ingly. The second shift concerns the meaning of a universal construction,
which is made exact in the categorical formalism, and moreover, consists the
main objective of a formulation in the syntactical terms of this theory.
We argue that the categorical syntax provides the means to abstract
a deep epistemological principle, an instance of which is provided by the
conceptual paradigm of geometric manifold theory. The abstraction of this
principle, in category-theoretical terms, has made possible the development
of the theory of sheaves on generalized spaces, the latter understood as cate-
gories of generalized points, for appropriate covering systems of these spaces.
The idea embodied in this epistemological principle, concerns the description
of non-trivial global objects in terms of simpler, adequately comprehended
local objects, through a process which consists of three levels:
The first level is constitutive of the introduction of a covering system
with specified properties, such that the local objects cover entirely the global
object, and moreover shape it, by being locally homomorphic to it. The lo-
cal homomorphisms from the well understood local objects capture essential
complementary features of the global object and succeed in coordinatizing it
through different charts or generalized reference frames. The second level is
constitutive of the establishment of a suitable notion of compatibility between
the various reference frames. This is necessary since it guarantees an efficient
pasting code between different coordinatizations of the global object. The
third level is constitutive of the establishment of isomorphism between the
global object and the description of it through local homomorphisms from
the simpler objects in the covering system, in conjunction with the pasting
information between them.
The above general scheme provides an elucidation of the global object
through covering families of well known local objects pasted together appro-
priately. In our case a quantum event algebra or quantum logic plays the role
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of the global object and Boolean event algebras or Boolean logics play the
role of the local modeling objects. We will show that the logic of propositions
describing a quantum system can be comprehended via equivalence relations
in the sheaf of coefficients defined over the category of Boolean logical struc-
tures for an appropriate covering system of the latter, defined as a Boolean
localization system. The significance of the sheaf-theoretical conception of a
quantum logical structure, lies on the fact that it is supported by the well
defined underlying notion of multi-valued truth structure of a topos.
More concretely, quantum event algebras can be represented as sheaves
for an appropriate covering system defined on the Boolean localizing cate-
gory. This process is formalized categorically by the concept of localization
systems, where, the specified maps from Boolean contexts induced by mea-
surement situations of observables, play the role of covers of a quantum
structure of events. In more detail, the notion of local is characterized by a
categorical Grothendieck topology, the axioms of which express closure condi-
tions on the collection of covers. In this sense the information available about
each map of the specified covering system may be used to determine com-
pletely a quantum event structure. In this paper we will avoid to mention
Grothendieck topologies explicitly in order to avoid unnecessary technical
complications in the exposition of the arguments, but the interested reader
may consult [10] for details.
The category of sheaves is a topos, and consequently, comes naturally
equipped with an object of generalized truth values, called subobject classi-
fier. This object of truth values, being remarkably a sheaf itself, namely an
object of the topos, is the appropriate conceptual tool for the organization of
the logical dimension of the information included in the category of quantum
event algebras, as it is encoded in Boolean localization systems.
The fact that a quantum event algebra is actually a non-trivial global
object is fully justified by Kochen-Specker theorem [11]. According to this
there are no two-valued homomorphisms on the algebra of quantum propo-
sitions. Consequently a quantum logical algebra cannot be embedded into a
Boolean one. We note that a two-valued homomorphism on a classical event
algebra is a classical truth value assignment on the propositions of the phys-
ical theory, represented by the elements of the Boolean algebra, or a yes-no
assignment on the corresponding properties represented by the elements of
the algebra. In this work, we will show that the categorical environment
specifying a quantum event algebra in terms of Boolean localization systems,
contains an object of truth values, or classifying object, that constitutes the
appropriate tool for the definition of a quantum truth values assignment cor-
responding to valuations of propositions describing the behavior of quantum
systems.
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Contextual topos theoretical approaches to quantum structures of truth
values have been also considered, from a different viewpoint in [12, 13], and
discussed in [14-16]. Of particular relevance to the present work, regarding
the specification of a quantum truth values object, although not based on
category theory methods, seems to be the approach to the foundations of
quantum logic by Takeuti and Davis [17, 18], according to whom, quanti-
zation of a proposition of classical physics is equivalent to interpreting it
in a Boolean extension of a set theoretical universe, where B is a complete
Boolean algebra of projection operators on a Hilbert space.
In Section 2, we introduce the preliminary notions of categories, functors
and variable sets. In Section 3, we define the categories of Classical and
Quantum event algebras, or logics, and furthermore, we construct Boolean
cordinatization and Boolean presheaf functors, as well as, their categories of
generalized elements. In Section 4, we establish the fundamental adjunction
of the scheme between the categories of Boolean presheaves and Quantum
event algebras. In Section 5, we introduce the notion of systems of localiza-
tion for quantum event algebras and formulate a representation theorem in
terms of the counit of the fundamental adjunction. Moreover, we analyze the
physical semantics of the induced sheaf theoretical representation. In Section
6, we introduce the notion of subobject functor and specify the necessary and
sufficient conditions for being representable by an object in the category of
quantum logics, to be identified as a quantum truth values object. In Section
7, we determine explicitly the quantum truth values object by means of a
tensor product construction. In Section 8, we verify explicitly that the truth
values object carries a quantum logic structure, and moreover, plays the role
of subobject classifier in the category of quantum event algebras. In Section
9, we provide a detailed description of quantum truth values and formulate
the relevant criterion of truth for a complete description of reality. In Sec-
tion 10, we propose the use of quantum truth values as the proper range for
valuations of propositions associated with the behavior of quantum systems
and demonstrate their functioning. Finally we conclude in Section 11.
2 Preliminaries
Category theory provides a general apparatus for dealing with mathematical
structures and their mutual relations and transformations. The basic cate-
gorical principles that we adopt in the subsequent analysis are summarized
as follows:
[i] To each species of mathematical structure, there corresponds a cat-
egory whose objects have that structure, and whose morphisms preserve
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it.
[ii] To any natural construction on structures of one species, yielding
structures of another species, there corresponds a functor from the category
of first species to the category of the second.
Categories: A category C is a class of objects and morphisms of objects
such that the following properties are satisfied:
[1]. For any objects X , Y all morphisms f : X → Y form a set denoted
HomC(X, Y );
[2]. For any object X an element idX ∈ HomC(X,X) is distinguished; it
is called the identity morphism;
[3]. For arbitrary objects X , Y , Z the set mapping is defined
HomC(X, Y )×HomC(Y, Z)→ HomC(X,Z)
For morphisms g ∈ HomC(X, Y ), h ∈ HomC(Y, Z) the image of the pair
(g, h) is called the composition; it is denoted h◦g. The composition operation
is associative.
[4]. For any f ∈ HomC(X, Y ) we have idY ◦ f = f ◦ idX = f .
For an arbitrary category C the opposite category Cop is defined in the
following way: the objects are the same, but HomCop(X, Y ) = HomC(Y,X),
namely all arrows are inverted.
Functors: Let C, D be categories; a covariant functor F : C → D is a class
mapping that transforms objects to objects and morphisms to morphisms
preserving compositions and identity morphisms:
F(idX) = idF(X);F(g ◦ f) = F(g) ◦ F(f)
A contravariant functor F : C → D is, by definition, a covariant functor
F : C → Dop.
Variable Sets: For a category A we will be considering the presheaf cat-
egory SetsA
op
of all contravariant functors from A to Sets and all natural
transformations between these. A functor P is a structure-preserving mor-
phism of these categories, that is it preserves composition and identities. A
functor in the category SetsA
op
can be thought of as constructing an image
of A in Sets contravariantly, or as a contravariant translation of the lan-
guage of A into that of Sets. Given another such translation (contravariant
functor) Q of A into Sets we need to compare them. This can be done by
giving, for each object A in A a transformation τA : P(A) qqqqqqqq
qq
qq
qqqqqqqqqq
q Q(A) which
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compares the two images of the object A. Not any morphism will do, how-
ever, as we would like the construction to be parametric in A, rather than
ad hoc. Since A is an object in A while P(A) is in Sets we cannot link them
by a morphism. Rather the goal is that the transformation should respect
the morphisms of A, or in other words the interpretations of v : A qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqqq C by
P and Q should be compatible with the transformation under τ . Then τ is
a natural transformation in the presheaf category SetsA
op
.
An object P of SetsA
op
may be understood as a right action of A on a
set which is partitioned into sorts parameterized by the objects of A and
such that whenever v : C qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq A is an arrow and p is an element of P of sort
A, then pv is specified as an element of P of sort C, such that the following
conditions are satisfied
p1A = p, p(vw) = (pv)w, vw : D qqqqqqqq
qq
qq
q
qqqq
qqqqqqqq C qqqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqqq A
Such an action P is referred as a A-variable set. The fact that any
morphism τ : P qqqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq Q in the presheaf category SetsA
op
is a natural trans-
formation is expressed by the condition
τ(p, v) = τ(p)(v)
where the first action of v is the one given by P and the second by Q.
3 The Categorical Framework
3.1 Categories of Quantum and Classical Event Alge-
bras
A Quantum event structure is a small category, denoted by L, which is
called the category of Quantum event algebras.
Its objects, denoted by L, are Quantum algebras of events, that is ortho-
modular σ-orthoposets. More concretely, each object L in L, is considered as
a partially ordered set of Quantum events, endowed with a maximal element
1, and with an operation of orthocomplementation [−]∗ : L qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq L, which sat-
isfy, for all l ∈ L, the following conditions: [a] l ≤ 1, [b] l∗∗ = l, [c] l ∨ l∗ = 1,
[d] l ≤ l´ ⇒ l´∗ ≤ l∗, [e] l⊥l´ ⇒ l∨ l´ ∈ L, [f] for l, l´ ∈ L, l ≤ l´ implies that l and
l´ are compatible, where 0 := 1∗, l⊥l´ := l ≤ l´∗, and the operations of meet ∧
and join ∨ are defined as usually. We also recall that l, l´ ∈ L are compatible
if the sublattice generated by {l, l∗, l´, l´∗} is a Boolean algebra, namely if it is
a Boolean sublattice. The σ-completeness condition, namely that the join of
countable families of pairwise orthogonal events must exist, is also required
in order to have a well defined theory of observables over L.
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Its arrows are Quantum algebraic homomorphisms, that is maps K H qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq L,
which satisfy, for all k ∈ K, the following conditions: [a] H(1) = 1, [b]
H(k∗) = [H(k)]∗, [c] k ≤ k´ ⇒ H(k) ≤ H(k´), [d] k⊥k´ ⇒ H(k ∨ k´) ≤
H(k) ∨H(k´), [e] H(
∨
nkn) =
∨
nH(kn) , where k1, k2, . . . countable family of
mutually orthogonal events.
A Classical event structure is a small category, denoted by B, which
is called the category of Boolean event algebras. Its objects are σ-Boolean
algebras of events and its arrows are the corresponding Boolean algebraic
homomorphisms.
3.2 Boolean Coordinatization Functors of Quantum Event
Algebras
Boolean Coefficients Functors : We define a modeling local coeffi-
cients functor, A : B qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq L, which assigns to Boolean event algebras in B,
that instantiates a model category, the underlying quantum event algebras
from L, and to Boolean homomorphisms the underlying quantum algebraic
homomorphisms. Hence A acts as a forgetful functor, forgetting the extra
Boolean structure of B.
Boolean Presheaves Functors: If Bop is the opposite category of B,
then SetsB
op
denotes the functor category of presheaves on Boolean event
algebras, with objects all functors P : Bop qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqqq Sets, and morphisms all natu-
ral transformations between such functors. Each object P in this category is
a contravariant set-valued functor on B, called a presheaf on B. The functor
category of presheaves on Boolean event algebras SetsB
op
, provides an in-
stantiation of a structure known as topos. A topos exemplifies a well defined
notion of variable set. It can be conceived as a local mathematical framework
corresponding to a generalized model of set theory or as a generalized space.
For each Boolean algebra B of B, P(B) is a set, and for each arrow
f : C qqqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq B, P(f) : P(B) qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq P(C) is a set function. If P is a presheaf on B
and p ∈ P(B), the value P(f)(p) for an arrow f : C qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq B in B is called the
restriction of x along f and is denoted by P(f)(p) = p ◦ f .
Each object B of B gives rise to a contravariant Hom-functor y[B] :=
HomB(−, B). This functor defines a presheaf on B. Its action on an object
C of B is given by
y[B](C) := HomB(C,B)
whereas its action on a morphism D x qqqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqqq C, for v : C qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqqq B is given by
y[B](x) : HomB(C,B) qqqqqqqq
qq
qq
qqqqqqqqqqqq HomB(D,B)
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y[B](x)(v) = v ◦ x
Furthermore y can be made into a functor from B to the contravariant func-
tors on B
y : B qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqqq SetsB
op
such that B 7→HomB(−, B). This is called the Yoneda embedding and it is
a full and faithful functor.
Boolean Fibrations : Next we construct the category of elements of
P, denoted by G(P,B). Its objects are all pairs (B, p), and its morphisms
(B´, p´)→(B, p) are those morphisms u : B´→B of B for which pu = p´. Projec-
tion on the second coordinate ofG(P,B), defines a functorGP : G(P,B)→B.
G(P,B) together with the projection functor GP is called the split discrete
fibration induced by P, and B is the base category of the fibration as in the
Diagram below. We note that the fibers are categories in which the only
arrows are identity arrows. If B is an object of B, the inverse image under
GP of B is simply the set P(B), although its elements are written as pairs
so as to form a disjoint union. The construction of the fibration induced by
P, is an instance of the general Grothendieck construction [7].
G(P,B)
GP
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
B
P
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qqqqqqqqqqqq Sets
4 The Fundamental Adjunction
The adjunctive correspondence, which will be proved in what follows, pro-
vides the conceptual ground, concerning the representation of quantum event
algebras in terms of sheaves of structured families of Boolean event algebras,
and is based on the categorical construction of colimits over the category of
elements of a presheaf of Boolean algebras P.
If we consider the category of quantum event algebras L and the coef-
ficient functor A, we can define the functor R from L to the category of
presheaves of Boolean event algebras given by:
R(L) : B 7→HomL(A(B), L)
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A natural transformation τ between the presheaves on the category of
Boolean algebras P and R(L), τ : P qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq R(L) is a family τB indexed by
Boolean algebras B of B for which each τB is a map of sets,
τB : P(B)→HomL(A(B), L)
such that the diagram of sets below commutes for each Boolean homomor-
phism u : B´ → B of B.
P(B) τB qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq HomL(A(B), L)
P(u)
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
q
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
q
A(u)∗
P(B´)
τB
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qqqqqqqq
qqq HomL(A(B´), L)
From the perspective of the category of elements of the Boolean algebras-
variable set P the map τB, defined above, is identical with the map:
τB : (B, p)→HomL(A ◦GP(B, p), L)
Subsequently such a τ may be represented as a family of arrows of L which
is being indexed by objects (B, p) of the category of elements of the presheaf
of Boolean algebras P, namely
{τB(p) : A(B)→ L}(B,p)
Thus, according to the point of view provided by the category of elements of
P, the condition of the commutativity of the diagram on the top, is equivalent
to the condition that for each arrow u the following diagram commutes.
A(B) A ◦GP(B, p)
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅qqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqq
τB(p)
A(u)
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qqqqqqqqq
qq
q
qq
qq
qq
qqqqq
qqqqqqqqq
qq
u∗ L
 
 
 
 
 
 
qqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqq
τ´B(p´)
A(B´) A ◦GP(B´, p´)
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Consequently, according to the diagram above, the arrows τB(p) form a
cocone from the functor A ◦GP to the quantum event algebra L. The cat-
egorical definition of colimit, points to the conclusion that each such cocone
emerges by the composition of the colimiting cocone with a unique arrow
from the colimit LP to the quantum event algebra object L. Equivalently,
we conclude that there is a bijection, natural in P and L as follows:
Nat(P,R(L)) ∼= HomL(LP, L)
The established bijective correspondence, interpreted functorially, says
that the functor R from L to presheaves given by
R(L) : B 7→HomL(A(B), L)
has a left adjoint L : SetsB
op
→ L, which is defined for each presheaf of
Boolean algebras P in SetsB
op
as the colimit
L(P) = Colim{G(P,B) GP qqqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqqq B A qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq L}
Colimits Construction : For readers not feeling comfortable with the
categorical notion of colimit we may construct it explicitly for the case of
interest P = R(L) in set-theoretical language as follows:
We consider the set:
L(R(L)) = {(ψB, q)/(ψB : A(B) qqqqqqqq
qq
qq
qqqqqqqq
qqqq L) ∈ [G(R(L),B)]0, q ∈ A(B)}
We notice that if there exists u : ψB´ → ψB such that: u(q´) = q and ψB ◦ u =
ψB´, where [R(L)u](ψB) := ψB ◦ u as usual, then we may define a transitive
and reflexive relation ℜ on the set L(R(L)). Of course the inverse also holds
true. We notice then that
(ψB ◦ u, q)ℜ(ψB, u(q´))
for any u : A(B´) → A(B) in the category B. The next step is to make this
relation also symmetric by postulating that for ζ , η in L(R(L)), where ζ , η
denote pairs in the above set, we have:
ζ ∼ η
if and only if ζℜη or ηℜζ . Finally by considering a sequence ξ1, ξ2, . . . ,ξk of
elements of the set L(R(L)) and also ζ , η such that:
ζ ∼ ξ1 ∼ ξ2 ∼ . . . ∼ ξk−1 ∼ ξk ∼ η
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we may define an equivalence relation on the set L(R(L)) as follows:
ζ ⊲⊳ η := ζ ∼ ξ1 ∼ ξ2 ∼ . . . ∼ ξk−1 ∼ ξk ∼ η
Then for each ζ ∈ L(R(L)) we define the quantum at ζ as follows:
Qζ = {ι ∈ L(R(L)) : ζ ⊲⊳ ι}
We finally put
L(R(L))/ ⊲⊳:= {Qζ : ζ = (ψB, q) ∈ L(R(L))}
and use the notation Qζ = ‖(ψB, q)‖. The set L(R(L))/ ⊲⊳ is naturally
endowed with a quantum algebra structure if we are careful to notice that:
[1]. The orthocomplementation is defined as: Q∗ζ=‖(ψB, q)‖
∗= ‖(ψB, q
∗)‖.
[2]. The unit element is defined as: 1 = ‖(ψB, 1)‖.
[3]. The partial order structure on the set L(R(L))/ ⊲⊳ is defined as:
‖(ψB, q)‖  ‖(ψC , r)‖ if and only if d1  d2 where we have made the
following identifications: ‖(ψB, q)‖ = ‖(ψD, d1)‖ and ‖(ψC , r)‖ = ‖(ψD, d2)‖,
with d1, d2 ∈ A(D) according to the fiber product diagram of event algebras:
A(D)
β
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
q
qqqqqqqqqqq A(B)
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
γ
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
A(C) qqqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqqq L
such that β(d1) = q, γ(d2) = r. The rest of the requirements such that
L(R(L))/ ⊲⊳, namely the colimit in question, actually carries the structure
of a quantum event algebra are obvious.
The conclusion being drawn from the analysis presented in this Section
can be summarized as follows:
Conclusion: There exists a pair of adjoint functors L ⊣ R as follows:
L : SetsB
op
qq
qq
q
qq
qq
qq
q
qqqqqqqqqqq
qqqqqqqqqqqqq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
L : R
Thus we have constructed an adjunction which consists of the functors L
and R, called left and right adjoints with respect to each other respectively,
as well as the natural bijection
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Nat(P,R(L)) r qqqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq HomL(LP, L)
Nat(P,R(L)) lqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqq HomL(LP, L)
Nat(P,R(L)) ∼= HomL(LP, L)
In this situation the map r is called the right adjunction operator and
the map l the left adjunction operator. We call the above construction the
fundamental adjunction of the proposed categorical scheme between the cat-
egory of presheaves of Boolean event algebras and the category of Quantum
event algebras.
An important fact is revealed if in the bijection defining the fundamental
adjunction we use as P the representable presheaf of the category of Boolean
algebras y[B]. Then it takes the form
Nat(y[B],R(L)) ∼= HomL(Ly[B], L)
We note that when P = y[B] is representable, then the corresponding cat-
egory of elements G(y[B],B) has a terminal object, namely the element
1 : B qqqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqqq B of y[B](B). Therefore the colimit of the composite A ◦Gy[B] is
going to be just the value of A ◦Gy[B] on the terminal object. Thus we have
Ly[B](B) ∼= A ◦Gy[B](B, 1B) = A(B)
Hence we characterize A(B) as the colimit of the representable presheaf on
the category of Boolean algebras.
We conclude that the following diagram (with the Yoneda embedding y)
commutes.
B
y
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅qqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqq
A
SetsB
op L
♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣qqqqq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qqqqqqqqqqqq L
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5 Boolean Localization Systems of Quantum
Event Algebras
5.1 Functor of Generalized Points of Quantum Event
Algebras
The conceptual roots of the notion of functor of points for a general struc-
ture in a categorical environment trace back to the studies of Grothendieck
in algebraic geometry as related with the theory of schemes and topoi. In
our present context of enquiry, the foundational role of Boolean localization
systems, associated with physical measurement procedures, in the develop-
ment of a sheaf theoretical perspective on quantum logic is based exactly on
the notion of the functor of generalized points of a quantum event algebra.
We may briefly explain its functioning as follows:
If we consider the opposite of the category of quantum event algebras,
that is the category with the same objects but with arrows reversed Lop,
each object in the context of this category can be thought as the locus of a
quantum event algebra, or else it carries the connotation of space. The crucial
observation is that any such space is determined up to canonical isomorphism
if we know all morphisms into this locus from any other locus in the category.
For instance, the set of morphisms from the one-point locus to L in Lop
determines the set of points of the locus L. The philosophy behind this
approach amounts to considering any morphism in Lop with target the locus
L as a generalized point of L. It is obvious that the description of a locus L
in terms of all possible morphisms from all other objects of Lop in most cases
is redundant. For this reason we may restrict the generalized points of L to
all those morphisms in Lop having as domains locoi corresponding to Boolean
event algebras. These locoi acquire a clear physical meaning because they can
be legitimately identified with local spaces for measurement of observables.
Evidently such measurement locoi correspond, if we take into account Stone’s
representation theorem for Boolean algebras, to replacement of each Boolean
algebra B in B by its set-theoretical representation [Σ, BΣ], consisting of a
local measurement space Σ and its local field of subsets BΣ.
Variation of generalized points over all domain-objects of the subcategory
of Lop consisting of Boolean event algebras produces the functor of points of
L restricted to the subcategory of Boolean coordinatizing objects, identified
with Bop. The functor of points of a quantum event algebra L is made then
an object in the category of presheaves SetsB
op
, representing L -(in the sequel
for simplicity we talk of an algebra and its associated locus tautologically)- in
the environment of the topos of presheaves over the category of Boolean event
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algebras. This methodology will prove to be successful if it could be possible
to establish an isomorphic representation of L in terms of the information
being carried by its generalized points B → L, associated with measurement
situations, collated together by appropriate means.
5.2 Systems of Boolean Prelocalizations
The central idea behind the notion of a prelocalization system for a quantum
event algebra, according to the philosophy of the previous section, is based
on the expectation that a global quantum event algebra L in L is possible
to be studied by means of structure preserving maps B qqqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqqq L with local or
modeling Boolean algebras B in B as their domains. Put differently, we
try to coordinatize the information contained in a quantum event algebra
L in L by means of Boolean points, namely morphisms B qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq L having as
their domains, locally defined Boolean event algebras B in B for measure-
ment of observables. Any single map from a Boolean coordinates domain
to a quantum event algebra is not enough for a complete determination of
its information content, and hence, it contains only a limited amount of in-
formation about it. More concretely, it includes the amount of information
related to a specified context, and thus, it is inevitably constrained to rep-
resent the abstractions associated with the prepared Boolean context. This
problem may be tackled, only if, we employ many structure preserving maps
from the coordinatizing Boolean objects to a quantum event algebra simul-
taneously, so as to cover it completely. Of course it is desirable to consider
the minimum number of such maps which is specified by the requirement of
distinguishability of the elements of the quantum event algebra. In turn, the
information available about each map of the specified covering may be used
to determine the quantum algebra itself. In this case, we say that, the fam-
ily of such maps generate a system of prelocalizations for a quantum event
algebra. We can formalize these intuitive ideas as follows:
A system of Boolean prelocalizations for a quantum event algebra
L in L is a subfunctor of the Hom-functor R(L) of the form S : Bop → Sets,
that is for all B in B satisfying S(B) ⊆ [R(L)](B).
According to this definition a system of Boolean prelocalizations for quan-
tum event algebra L in L is an ideal S(B) of quantum algebraic homomor-
phisms of the form ψB : A(B) qqqqqqqq
qq
qq
qqqqqqqqqqqq L, B in B, namely a set as above with the
following property
(Ideal): {If ψB : A(B) qqqqqqqq
qq
qq
qqqqqqqqqq
q L ∈ S(B), and A(v) : A(B´) qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq A(B) in L for
v : B´ qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqq B in B, implies ψB ◦A(v) : A(B´) qqqqqqqq
qq
qq
qqqqqqqqqq
q L ∈ S(B)}.
We observe that the operational role of the Hom-functor R(L) amounts
to the depiction of an ideal of structure preserving maps, in order to provide
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local coverings of a quantum event algebra by coordinatizing Boolean points.
They play exactly the role of Boolean covers for the filtration of the informa-
tion associated with a quantum event structure. Their domains B provide
Boolean coefficients, associated with measurement situations. The introduc-
tion of these systems is justified by the consequences of the Kochen-Specker
theorem, according to which, it is not possible to understand completely a
quantum mechanical system with the use of a single Boolean experimental
arrangement. Equivalently, there are no two-valued homomorphisms on the
algebra of quantum events, and thus, it cannot be embedded into a Boolean
one. On the other side, in every concrete experimental context, the set of
events that have been actualized in this context forms a Boolean algebra.
Consequently, any Boolean domain cover in a system of prelocalizations for
quantum event algebra, corresponds to a set of Boolean events that become
actualized in the experimental context of B. These Boolean points play the
role of information localizing devices in a quantum event structure, that are
induced by measurement situations. The above observation is equivalent to
the statement that a measurement-induced Boolean algebra serves as a refer-
ence frame, relative to which a measurement result is being coordinatized, in
accordance to the specification of the corresponding measurement context.
A family of Boolean covers ψB : A(B) qqqqqqqq
qq
qq
qqqqqqqqqqqq L, B in B, is the generator
of the system of prelocalization S, if and only if, this system is the smallest
among all that contains that family. It is evident that a quantum event al-
gebra, can have many systems of Boolean prelocalizations, that remarkably,
form an ordered structure. More specifically, systems of prelocalization con-
stitute a partially ordered set under inclusion. The minimal system is the
empty one, namely S(B) = ∅ for all B in B, whereas the maximal system is
the Hom-functor R(L) itself.
5.3 Systems of Boolean Localizations
The transition from a system of prelocalizations to a system of localizations
for a quantum event algebra, is the key step that guarantees the compatibility
of the information content gathered in different Boolean filtering mechanisms
associated with measurement of observables. A system of Boolean localiza-
tions contains all the necessary and sufficient conditions for the comprehen-
sion of the information content of a quantum event structure as a sheaf of
Boolean coefficients associated with measurement localization contexts. The
concept of sheaf expresses exactly the pasting conditions that the locally de-
fined Boolean covers have to satisfy on their overlapping regions, or else, the
specification by which local data, providing Boolean coefficients obtained in
measurement situations, can be collated. In order to accomplish this task it
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is necessary to introduce the categorical concept of pullback in L.
Pullback construction: The pullback of the Boolean covers: ψB :
A(B) qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqqq L,B ∈ B, and ψB´ : A(B´) q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qqq
qq
qq
qqqq L, B´ ∈ B, with common codomain
the quantum event algebra L, consists of the object A(B)×LA(B´) and two
arrows ψBB´ and ψB´B, called projections, as shown in the following diagram.
The square commutes and for any object T and arrows h and g that make the
outer square commute, there is a unique u : T qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq A(B)×LA(B´) that makes
the whole diagram commute. Hence we obtain the compatibility condition:
ψB´ ◦ g = ψB ◦ h
T
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅qqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqq
u
❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
q
qq
q
q
qqqqqqqqqqqqq
h
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆❆qqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqq
g A(B)×LA(B´)
ψB,B´
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
qq
qq
qqqqq A(B)
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
ψB´,B
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
ψB
A(B´)
ψB´
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
qq
qq
qqqqq L
We notice that if ψB and ψB´ are injective, then their pullback is isomor-
phic with the intersection A(B) ∩ A(B´). Then we can define the pasting
map, which is an isomorphism, as follows:
Pasting map and Boolean coordinates cocycle conditions:
ΩB,B´ : ψB´B(A(B)×LA(B´)) qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qqqq
qqqqqqqq ψBB´(A(B)×LA(B´))
ΩB,B´ = ψBB´ ◦ ψB´B
−1
The following conditions are satisfied:
ΩB,B = 1B 1B : identity of B
ΩB,B´ ◦ ΩB´, ´´B = ΩB, ´´B if A(B) ∩A(B´) ∩A(
´´
B) 6= 0
ΩB,B´ = ΩB´,B if A(B) ∩A(B´) 6= 0
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The pasting map assures that ψB´B(A(B)×LA(B´)) and ψBB´(A(B)×LA(B´))
are going to cover the same part of the quantum event algebra in a compatible
way.
Given a system of prelocalizations for quantum event algebra L ∈ L, we
call it a system of localizations iff the above compatibility conditions are
satisfied and moreover the quantum algebraic event structure is preserved.
In essence the subfunctors of the Hom-functor R(L) supply ideals of al-
gebraic homomorphisms which fulfill the task of covering a quantum event
algebra by locally defined coordinatizing Boolean event algebras completely.
The Boolean domain mappings ψB : A(B) qqqqqqqq
qq
qq
q
qqqqqqqqqqq L, B in B, in a system of
localizations for quantum event algebra L are characterized as Boolean cov-
ers, whereas their domains B play the role of local Boolean coefficients do-
mains, the elements of B the role of Boolean coefficients, and finally, the
Boolean homomorphisms v : B qqqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqqq B´ in B may be characterized as pasting
maps. If we focus our attention to a Boolean covering system for quantum
event algebra L, we observe that the objects of the category of elements
G(R(L), B) are precisely the local coordinatizing Boolean covers and its
maps are the transition functions. It is instructive to remind that the ob-
jects of the category of elements G(R(L), B) are pairs (B,ψB : A(B) qqqqqqq
qq
qq
q
qq
qqqqqqqq
q L),
with B in B and ψB an arrow in L, namely a quantum algebraic homomor-
phism; a morphism (B´, ψB´) q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qqqqqqqqqq
q (B,ψB) in the category of elements is an
arrow v : B´ qqqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqqq B in B, namely a Boolean homomorphism, with the prop-
erty that ψB´ = ψB ◦ A(v) : A(B´) q
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qqqqqqqqqqqq L; in other words, v must take the
chosen Boolean cover ψB in G(R(L), B) back into ψB´ in G(R(L), B´). These
morphisms are composed by composing the underlying arrows v of B.
5.4 Unit and Counit of the Fundamental Adjunction
The fundamental adjunction can be characterized in terms of the unit and
the counit categorical constructions. For any presheaf P ∈ SetsB
op
, the unit
is defined as
δP : P qqqqqqq
qq
qq
q
qqq
qq
qq
qqqq RLP
On the other side, for each quantum event algebra L in L the counit is defined
as
ǫL : LR(L) qqqqqqqq
qq
qq
qqqqqqqqqq
q L
The counit of the adjunction is subsequently used to state a representation
theorem of quantum event algebras as follows:
Representation Theorem: The representation of a quantum event alge-
bra L in L, in terms of a coordinatization system of localizations, consisting
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of Boolean coefficients, is full and faithful, if and only if the counit of the
established adjunction, restricted to that system, is an isomorphism, that is,
structure-preserving, 1-1 and onto.
It is easy to see that the counit of the adjunction, restricted to a system of
localizations is a quantum algebraic isomorphism, iff the right adjoint functor
is full and faithful, or equivalently, iff the cocone from the functor A ◦GR(L)
to the quantum event algebra L is universal for each L in L. In the latter case
we characterize the coordinatization functor A : B qqqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq L, a proper modeling
functor. As a consequence if we consider as B the category of Boolean subal-
gebras of a quantum event algebra L of ordinary Quantum Mechanics, that
is an orthomodular σ-orthoposet of orthogonal projections of a Hilbert space,
together with a proper modeling inclusion functor A : B qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqqq L, the counit
of the established adjunction restricted to a system of Boolean localizations
induced by measurements of observables is an isomorphism.
5.5 Physical Semantics
The physical significance of this representation lies on the fact that the whole
information content in a Quantum event algebra is preserved by every cov-
ering Boolean system, qualified as a system of measurement localizations.
The preservation property is established by the counit isomorphism. It is re-
markable that the categorical notion of adjunction provides the appropriate
formal tool for the formulation of invariant properties, giving rise to preser-
vation principles of a physical character.
If we return to the intended representation, we realize that the surjective
property of the counit guarantees that the Boolean domain covers, being
themselves objects in the category of elements G(R(L), B), cover entirely
the quantum event algebra L, whereas its injective property guarantees that
any two covers are compatible in a system of measurement localizations.
Moreover, since the counit is also a homomorphism, it preserves the algebraic
structure.
In the physical state of affairs, each cover corresponds to a set of Boolean
events actualized locally in a measurement situation. The equivalence classes
of Boolean domain covers represent quantum events in L through compat-
ible coordinatizations by Boolean coefficients. Consequently, the structure
of a quantum event algebra is being generated by the information that its
structure preserving maps, encoded as Boolean covers in localization systems
carry, as well as their compatibility relations. Most significantly, the same
compatibility conditions provide the necessary relations for understanding a
system of localizations for a quantum event algebra as a structure sheaf of
Boolean coefficients associated with local contexts of measurement of observ-
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ables.
Finally, the operational substantiation of the sheaf theoretical scheme of
representation of quantum event algebras, is naturally provided by the appli-
cation of Stone’s representation theorem for Boolean algebras. According to
this theorem, it is legitimate to replace Boolean algebras by fields of subsets
of a space, playing the equivalent role of a local context for measurement. We
note that in an equivalent topological interpretation, we could consider a local
measurement space as a compact Hausdorff space, the compact open subsets
of which are the maximal filters or the prime ideals of the underlying Boolean
algebra. If we replace each Boolean algebra B in B by its set-theoretical rep-
resentation [Σ, BΣ], consisting of a local measurement space Σ and its local
field of subsets BΣ, it is possible to define local measurement space covers
(BΣ, ψBΣ : A(BΣ) qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qqqqqqqqqq
q L) and corresponding space localization systems for a
quantum event algebra L in L. Again from local measurement space covers
(BΣ, ψBΣ : A(BΣ) qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qqqqqqqqqq
q L) we may form their equivalence classes by using the
colimits construction in the category of elements of R(L). Then by taking
into account the conditions for compatibility on overlaps we can establish a
full and faithful representation of quantum events in L by equivalence classes
of local measurement space covers. Under these circumstances we may inter-
pret these equivalence classes as the statistical experimental actualizations of
the quantum events in L. The pullback compatibility condition, which is in
1-1 correspondence with the one in L since it holds in a localization system,
may be interpreted in the operational context as denoting that two local
space representations of quantum events satisfy the compatibility condition
on overlaps iff they support measurements of observables sharing the same
experimental arrangement.
The above set-up could be the ideal starting point for the development
of quantum probability, as a contextual probability theory on a structure
sheaf of Boolean coefficients associated with local contexts of measurement
of observables. Following this line of thought we may obtain important in-
sights regarding probabilistic notions in Quantum theory. In the prologue
we have expressed the thesis that the logic of quantum propositions reflects
literal ontological structures of the quantum domain of discourse. Of course
the substantiation of this claim necessitates a thorough investigation of the
truth values structures suited to express the quantum domain of discourse.
In classical theories it is well known that the logic of events, or equivalently,
propositions referring to the behavior of a classical system is characterized by
valuations into the trivial Boolean two-valued truth values object 2 := {0, 1}
stating that a proposition is true or false. Moreover the notion of probability
has been designed as a superstructure on the truth values object 2, express-
ing an ignorance of all the relevant details permitting a sharp true/false value
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assignment on the propositions of the theory. In this sense classical probabil-
ities are not objective, but constitute a measure of ignorance. On the other
side, in quantum theories a true/false value assignment is possible under the
specification of a Boolean preparatory context of measurement and only after
a measurement device provides a response as a result of its interaction with
a quantum system. This state of affairs is at the heart of the problem of
quantum measurement and makes necessary a careful re-examination of all
the relevant assumptions concerning valuations of propositions that belong
in quantum event structures. In this manner, if the truth values structures
suited for valuations of quantum propositions prove to be different from the
trivial two-valued classical ones, the notion of quantum probability acquires
an objective meaning and its interpretation cannot be based on ignorance.
Rather, it can be conceived as a measure of indistinguishability in the gener-
alized topological sense of covering systems on categories, being in agreement
at the same time, with the physical semantics of a sheaf theoretical inter-
pretation. In the sequel, our objective will be exactly the investigation of
the truth values structures suited to express valuations in quantum event
algebras. Fortunately the categorical framework provides all the necessary
means for this purpose.
6 The Subobject Functor
6.1 Existence of the Subobject Functor in L
We have seen previously that the counit of the fundamental adjunction, re-
stricted to localization systems of a quantum event algebra is a quantum
algebraic isomorphism, iff the right adjoint functor is full and faithful. This
fact is important because it permits us to consider the category of quantum
event algebras as a reflection of the category of presheaves of Boolean event
algebras SetsB
op
. It is methodologically appropriate to remind that the co-
ordinatization functor, A : B qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq L, is called a proper modeling functor iff
the right adjoint functor of the established adjunction is full and faithful.
In this sense, a proper modeling functor guarantees a full and faithful cor-
responding representation of quantum event algebras in terms of Boolean
localization systems, such that the whole information content contained in a
quantum structure of events is totally preserved by its covering systems of
Boolean domain coordinatizations. Furthermore, the fact that L can be con-
ceived as reflection of SetsB
op
, secures that L is a complete category, as well
as that, monic arrows are preserved by the right adjoint functor R. Since L
is a complete category, there is a terminal object for insertion of information
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related with the structure of events it represents, and also, there exist pull-
backs securing the satisfaction of compatibility relations. In particular, since
pullbacks of monic arrows also exist, there exists a subobject functor:
Sub : Lop → Sets
This is, remarkably, a contravariant functor by pulling back. Composition of
this functor with a proper modeling functor provides a presheaf functor in
SetsB
op
as follows:
Sub ◦A : Bop → Lop → Sets
In a compact notation we obtain:
Θ(A(−)) : Bop → Sets
such that:
Bop ∋ B 7→ [Dom(m)→֒mA(B)] ∈ Sets
where the range denotes an equivalence class of monic algebraic homomor-
phisms to A(B). We say that Θ(A(B)), is the set of all subobjects of A(B)
in the category of quantum event algebras L. Furthermore, this is a partially
ordered set under inclusion of subobjects.
6.2 Representation of the Subobject Functor in L
A natural question that arises in this context, is if it could be possible to
represent the subobject functor by a quantum event algebra, Ω, that is an
object of L, which would play precisely the role of a classifying object in
L. The representation of the subobject functor in L, is significant from a
physical perspective, since it would allow to associate the concrete classifying
object with the meaning of truth values object, in a sense similar to the role
played by the two-valued Boolean object 2 := {0, 1} in characterization of
the logic of propositions referring to the behavior of classical systems.
Representation Theorem: The subobject functor can be represented in
the category of quantum event algebras or quantum logics L iff there exists
an object Ω, in L, such that
Θ(A(−)) ≃ R(Ω) := HomL(A(−),Ω)
namely, there exists an isomorphism for each Boolean domain object of the
model category.
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Interpretation: Thus, in case that, the above condition is satisfied, we
conclude that, the subobject functor is represented by the quantum event
algebra Ω, that plays the role of a classifying, or equivalently, truth values
object in L, and moreover that, the category of quantum event algebras has
a subobject classifier. In this case, subobjects of a quantum event algebra
are characterized in terms of characteristic functions, which take values, not
in 2, but precisely, in the truth values object Ω in L.
Subobject Classifier: We may clarify the preceding remarks by stating
that, if the subobject functor is possible to become representable in L, by a
truth values object Ω (that has to be specified concretely), then the category
of quantum events algebras L, has a subobject classifier, that is a universal
monic quantum homomorphism,
T := True : 1 →֒ Ω
such that, to every monic arrow, m : K →֒ L in L, there is a unique char-
acteristic arrow φm, which, with the given monic arrow m, forms a pullback
diagram
K
!
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qqqqqqqqqqqq 1
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
m
q
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
T
L
φm
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qqqqqqqqqqqq Ω
This is equivalent to saying that every subobject of L in L, is uniquely a
pullback of the universal monic T.
Quantum Sets: Another significant observation is related with the notion
of quantum sets. This notion can acquire a precise meaning in the present
framework, if we remind the analogy with classical sets. We notice that
classical sets are specified by the rule which states that the subsets of any
set are represented as characteristic functions into 2. By analogy we may
say that quantum sets admit a specification by the rule according to which
the subsets of a quantum set are represented as characteristic arrows in the
quantum truth values object Ω. We may easily associate a quantum set,
specified as above, by the colimit in the category of elements of a presheaf of
local spaces, where each local space is the representation of a Boolean event
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algebra using Stone’s representation theorem, as has already been explained
in 5.5.
It is evident that the concrete characterization of such a quantum truth
values object Ω, in L is rich in interpretational consequences regarding the
logical behavior of quantum systems.
Construction of Truth Values Structure: Our guiding conceptual de-
vice in the specification of such a quantum event algebra Ω will be the fun-
damental adjunction of the scheme, and more precisely, its characterization
in terms of the notions of unit and counit.
We have seen previously that the counit of the adjunction, for each quan-
tum event algebra object L of L, is
ǫL : LR(L) qqqqqqq
qq
qq
q
qqqqqqqqqq
q L
ǫL, being a a quantum algebraic isomorphism, guarantees a full and faithful
representation of a quantum event algebra in terms of a covering or localiza-
tion system consisting of Boolean domain coordinatizations via the action of
a proper modeling functor.
From the other side, we have seen that for any presheaf P ∈ SetsB
op
, the
unit is defined as
δP : P qqqqqqqq
q
qq
qq
qqq
qq
qq
qqqq RLP
It is easy to see that if we consider as P ∈ SetsB
op
, the subobject functor
Θ(A(−)) we obtain the following arrow:
δΘ(A(−)) : Θ(A(−)) qqqqqqqq
qq
qq
qqqqqqqqqqqq RLΘ(A(−))
or equivalently:
δΘ(A(−)) : Θ(A(−)) qqqqqqq
qq
qq
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qqqq HomL(A(−),LΘ(A(−))
Hence, by inspecting the unit of the adjunction arrow δΘ(A(−)), we arrive
at the following conclusion:
Unit Proposition: If the unit δΘ(A(−)) is an isomorphism, then the
subobject functor becomes representable in L, by the quantum event algebra
object Ω := LΘ(A(−)) (as a consequence of the counit isomorphism), and
thus, the category of quantum event algebras is endowed with a subobject
classifier.
It is remarkable that the unit of the adjunction δΘ(A(−)), depicts exactly
the object of truth values Ω, in L, which is represented, in virtue of the counit
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isomorphism, as the colimit in the category of elements of the subobject
functor Θ(A(−)). It is straightforward to verify the latter remark, in case
the unit δΘ(A(−)) is an isomorphism, by noticing that:
Ω := LΘ(A(−)) ≃ L[RLΘ(A(−))] ≃ LRΩ
is precisely an expression of the counit isomorphism for the quantum event
algebra Ω.
It is necessary for the comprehension of the arguments presented to verify
the claim, according to which, if the unit δΘ(A(−)) is an isomorphism, then
the category of quantum events algebras, L, is endowed with a subobject
classifier, the characterizing object of which, Ω, is going to play the role of a
quantum truth values object. We may notice that the inverse of this claim
also holds in an obvious way.
The verification of this claim proceeds as follows: We consider a monic
quantum homomorphism l : K →֒ L, denoting a subobject of L, in L, and
subsequently we define a natural transformation in SetsB
op
:
Φl : R(L)→ Θ(A(−))
specified for each Boolean event algebra B, in B by:
[Φl]B : R(L)(B)→ Θ(A(B))
such that for an element e in R(L)(B), we have:
[Φl]B(e) := l ∗ e
where the monic arrow l ∗ e, denotes the pullback of l along e in L, as in the
following diagram:
Dom(l ∗ e) qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq K
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
l∗ e
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
l
A(B) e qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq L
Furthermore, if we take into account the subobjects of the terminal object
1 in L, denoted by the uniquely defined monic quantum algebraic homomor-
phisms κ : K →֒ 1, we may define a natural transformation in SetsB
op
:
Υ : R(1)→ Θ(A(−))
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specified for each Boolean event algebra B, in B by:
[Υ]B : R(1)(B)→ Θ(A(B))
such that for the unique element α(B) in R(1)(B), we have:
[Υ]B(α(B)) := idA(B)
At a next stage, we may combine the natural transformations, defined
previously, in order to obtain, for each monic quantum algebraic homomor-
phism l : K →֒ L, the following commutative diagram in SetsB
op
, that by
construction is a pullback as it can be easily seen.
R(K) qqqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqqq R(1)
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
R(l)
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
Υ
R(L) Φl qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq Θ(A(−))
Moreover we consider the arrows obtained by composing, the arrows [Φl]
and [Υ], with the unit isomorphism δΘ(A(−)) as follows:
δΘ(A(−)) ◦ Φl : R(L)→ Θ(A(−))→ R(Ω)
δΘ(A(−)) ◦Υ : R(1)→ Θ(A(−))→ R(Ω)
Concerning the latter composite arrow, we may define:
R(T) := δΘ(A(−)) ◦Υ : R(1) →֒ R(Ω)
and using the fact that the right adjoint functor is full and faithful, by the
counit isomorphism, we obtain a uniquely defined monic quantum homomor-
phism
T := true : 1 →֒ Ω
The previous pullback diagram, together with the composite arrows δΘ(A(−))◦
Φl, δΘ(A(−)) ◦Υ, facilitate the immediate verification of the claim, as follows:
We wish to show that, if the unit of the adjunction δΘ(A(−)) is an isomor-
phism, then
Sub(L) ≃ HomL(L,Ω)
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such that that the category of quantum event algebras L is endowed with a
subobject classifier.
So we define a map
̟L : Sub(L)→ HomL(L,Ω)
such that the element e of the range, defined by:
Sub(L) ∋ l 7→ [e : L→ Ω]
is specified by the requirement:
R(e) = δΘ(A(−)) ◦ Φl : R(L)→ R(Ω)
Hence, for the subobject l of L, in L, and the element e of HomL(L,Ω), with
e = ̟L(l), we obtain the following pullback diagram in Sets
Bop,
R(K) qqqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqqq R(1)
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
R(l)
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
R(T )
R(L)
R(e)
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qqqqqqqqq
qq R(Ω)
Using again the argument of the counit isomorphism, that specifies the
right adjoint as a full and faithful functor, we obtain a pullback diagram in
L:
K
!
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qqqqqqqq
qqq 1
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
l
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
T
L
e
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qqqqqqqq
qqq Ω
Moreover, it is straightforward to show that,̟L : Sub(L)→ HomL(L,Ω)
is 1-1 and epi. Thus, we have verified that, if the unit δΘ(A(−)) is an isomor-
phism, then the category of quantum events algebras, L, is endowed with
a subobject classifier, according to the above pullback diagram. Precisely
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stated, the subobject classifier in L, is specified by the monic quantum alge-
braic homomorphism T := True : 1 →֒ Ω, such that, R(T) := δΘ(A(−)) ◦ Υ.
As we have already mentioned, the inverse, obviously holds.
After having verifying the previous claim, conjectured by the form of the
unit δΘ(A(−)), we notice that the latter also depicts the quantum truth values
object Ω, as constructed by application of the left adjoint functor, and in
virtue of the counit isomorphism, as: Ω = LΘ(A(−)), that is, as the colimit
taken in the category of elements of the modeled subobject functor. As a
consequence we conclude that the diagram below
Dom(λ) ! qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq LR(1)
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
λ
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
LΥ = T
A(B)
̟A(B)(λ) = ζ
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qqqqqqqq
qqq LΘ(A(−))
is a pullback square for each quantum algebraic homomorphism
̟A(B)(λ) = ζ : A(B)→ LΘ(A(−))
from a Boolean domain modelled object, such that λ is a subobject of A(B).
It is important to notice, that in this case:
̟A(B)(λ) = δΘ(A(B))(λ)
and since this holds for arbitrary subobject λ of A(B), we have
̟A(B) = δΘ(A(B))
7 Tensor Product Representation of Quan-
tum Truth Values
The category of elements of Θ(A(−)), is denoted by G(Θ(A(−)),B). Its
objects are all pairs (B,ϕA(B)), where ϕA(B) is a subobject of A(B), that is,
a monic quantum homomorphism in A(B). The morphisms of the category
of elements of Θ(A(−)) are given by the arrows (B´, φA(B´)) q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qqqqqqqqqq
q (B,ϕA(B)),
namely they are those morphisms u : B´ qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq B of B for which ϕA(B) ∗ u =
φA(B´), where ϕA(B) ∗u denotes the pullback of the subobject of A(B´), ϕA(B),
along u.
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The quantum truth values object Ω, is constructed by application of the
left adjoint functor, and in virtue of the counit isomorphism, as follows:
Ω = LΘ(A(−)), that is, as the colimit taken in the category of elements
of the modeled subobject functor. In what follows we need to exploit the
categorical construction of the colimit defined above, as a coequalizer of a
coproduct.
Coequalizer of Coproduct: We consider the colimit of any functor X :
I qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqqq L from some index category I to L. Let µi : X(i) → ∐iX(i), i ∈ I,
be the injections into the coproduct. A morphism from this coproduct, χ :
∐iX(i) → L, is determined uniquely by the set of its components χi = χµi.
These components χi are going to form a cocone overX to the quantum event
algebra vertex L only when for all arrows v : i qqqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq j of the index category I
the following conditions are satisfied
(χµj)X(v) = χµi
X(i)
µi
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅qqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqq
χµi
∐
X(i)
χ
♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣qqqqq
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
qq
qq
qqqqq L
µj
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qqqqqqqqqqqq
 
 
 
 
 
 
qqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqq
χµj
X(j)
So we consider all X(Domv) for all arrows v with its injections νv and
obtain their coproduct ∐v:i→jX(Domv). Next we construct two arrows ζ
and η, defined in terms of the injections νv and µi, for each v : i qqqqqqq
qq
qq
q
qqq
qq
qq
qqqq j by the
conditions
ζνv = µi
ηνv = µjX(v)
as well as their coequalizer χ:
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X(Domv) X(i)
µv
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
µi
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqq
χµi
∐
v:i→jX(Domv)
ζ
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qqqqqqqq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qqqqqqqqqq
qqη
∐
X(i)
χ
♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣qqqq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qqqqqqqqqqq L
The coequalizer condition χζ = χη tells us that the arrows χµi form a
cocone over X to the quantum event algebra vertex L. We further note that
since χ is the coequalizer of the arrows ζ and η this cocone is the colimiting
cocone for the functor X : I → L from some index category I to L. Hence
the colimit of the functor X can be constructed as a coequalizer of coproduct
according to:
∐
v:i→jX(Domv)
ζ
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qqqqqqqq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qqqqqqqqqqqqη
∐
X(i)
χ
q
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
q
qq
qqqqqqqq ColimX
In our case the index category is the category of elements of the modeled
subobject functor Θ(A(−)) and the functor A ◦GΘ(A(−)) plays the role of
the functor X : I qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqqq L. In the diagram above the second coproduct is over
all the objects (B,ϕA(B)) with ϕA(B) ∈ Θ(A(B)) of the category of elements,
while the first coproduct is over all the maps v : (B´, φA(B´)) q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qqqqqqqqqq
q (B,ϕA(B))
of that category, so that v : B´ qqqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq B and the condition ϕA(B) ∗ u = φA(B´)
is satisfied. We conclude that the colimit LA(Θ(A(−))) can be equivalently
presented as the coequalizer:
∐
v:B´→BA(B´)
ζ
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
qq
qqqqqqqqqqqq
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
qqqqqqqqη
∐
(B,ϕA(B)))
A(B) χ qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqq
qq
q Θ(A(−))⊗BA
The preceding coequalizer presentation of the colimit shows vividly that
the Hom-functor RA has a left adjoint which looks like a tensor product
−⊗BA. In order to illustrate the analogy observed, we forget for the moment
the quantum event algebra structure of the category L, and we simply take
L = Sets. Then the coproduct ∐ϕA(B))A(B) is a coproduct of sets, which
is equivalent to the product Θ(A(B)) × A(B) for B ∈ B. The coequalizer
is thus the definition of the tensor product Θ(A(−)) ⊗ A of the set valued
functors:
Θ(A(−)) : Bop qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqqq Sets, A : B qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqq Sets
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∐
B,B´Θ(A(B))×Hom(B´, B)×A(B´)
ζ
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
q
qqqqqqqqq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qqqqqqqqqqqη
ζ
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
qqqqqqq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qqη
∐
BΘ(A(B))×A(B)
χ
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
qq
qqqqqqqqq
qq Θ(A(−))⊗A(B)
According to the preceding diagram for elements ϕA(B) ∈ Θ(A(B)), v :
B´ → B and q´ ∈ A(B´) the following equations hold:
ζ(ϕA(B), v, q´) = (ϕA(B) ∗ v, q´), η(ϕA(B), v, q´) = (ϕA(B), v(q´))
symmetric in Θ(A(B)) and A. Hence the elements of the set Θ(A(B))⊗BA
are all of the form χ(ϕA(B)), q). This element can be written as
χ(ϕA(B)), q) = ϕA(B) ⊗ q, ϕA(B) ∈ Θ(A(B)), q ∈ A(B)
Thus if we take into account the definitions of ζ and η above, we obtain
[ϕA(B) ∗ v]⊗ q´ = ϕA(B) ⊗ v(q´), ϕA(B) ∈ Θ(A(B), q´ ∈ A(B´), v : B´ qqqqqqqq
qq
qq
qqqqqqqqqqqq B
We conclude that the set Θ(A(B))⊗BA is actually the quotient of the set
∐BΘ(A(B)) × A(B) by the equivalence relation generated by the above
equations.
8 Quantum Logic Structure of Truth Values
According to the equations characterizing the colimit as a tensor product
[ϕA(B) ∗ v]⊗ q´ = ϕA(B) ⊗ v(q´), ϕA(B) ∈ Θ(A(B), q´ ∈ A(B´), v : B´ qqqqqqqq
qq
qq
qq
qqqqqqqqqq B
we have concluded that the set Θ(A(B))⊗BA is the quotient of the set
∐BΘ(A(B))×A(B) by the equivalence relation generated by these equations.
If, furthermore, we define:
[ϕA(B) ∗ v] = φA(B´)
v(q´) = q
where φA(B´) is a subobject of A(B´) and q ∈ A(B) we obtain the equations:
φA(B´) ⊗ q´ = ϕA(B) ⊗ q
At a next stage, since pullbacks exist in L , we may consider the arrows
h : A(D) → A(B) and h´ : A(D) → A(B´) and the following pullback
diagram in L:
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A(D) h qqqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq A(B)
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
h´
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
A(B´) qqqqqqqq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qqqqq L
such that the relations that follow are satisfied: h(d) = q, h´(d) = q´ and
ϕA(B) ⊗ h = φA(B´) ⊗ h´. Then we obtain:
ϕA(B)⊗q = ϕA(B)⊗h(d) = [ϕA(B)∗h]⊗d = [φA(B´)∗h´]⊗d = φA(B´)⊗h´(d) = φA(B´)⊗q´
We may further define:
ϕA(B) ∗ h = φA(B´) ∗ h´ = εA(D)
Then, it is obvious that:
ϕA(B) ⊗ q = εA(D) ⊗ d
φA(B´) ⊗ q´ = εA(D) ⊗ d
It is then evident that we may define a partial order on the set Θ(A(B))⊗BA
as follows:
ϕA(B) ⊗ b ≤ ̺A(C) ⊗ c
iff there exist quantum algebraic homomorphisms β : A(D) → A(B) and
γ : A(D)→ A(C), and some d1, d2 inA(D), such that: β(d1) = b, γ(d2) = c,
and ϕA(B) ∗ β = ̺A(C) ∗ γ = εA(D). Thus we obtain:
ϕA(B) ⊗ b = εA(D) ⊗ d1
̺A(C) ⊗ c = εA(D) ⊗ d2
We conclude that:
ϕA(B) ⊗ b ≤ ̺A(C) ⊗ c
iff
εA(D) ⊗ d1 ≤ εA(D) ⊗ d2 ⇐⇒ d1 ≤ d2
The set Θ(A(B))⊗BA may be further endowed with a maximal element
which admits the following presentations:
1 = εA(Z) ⊗ 1 ∀εA(Z) ∈ Θ(A(Z))
1 = idA(B) ⊗ b ∀b ∈ A(B)
and an orthocomplementation operator:
[εA(Z) ⊗ z]
⋆ = εA(Z) ⊗ z
⋆
Then it is easy to verify that the set Θ(A(−))⊗BA endowed with the pre-
scribed operations is actually a quantum event algebra, for every B in B. At
this point, we remind that, the quantum truth values object Ω, as is being
constructed by application of the left adjoint functor, and in virtue of the
counit isomorphism, has the form: Ω = LΘ(A(−)), namely, is expressed
as the colimit taken in the category of elements of the modeled subobject
functor. By exploiting the categorical construction of the colimit, as a co-
equalizer of a coproduct, via the preceding discussion, we finally conclude
that the quantum truth values is expressed as:
Ω = Θ(A(−))⊗BA
for every B in B. Consequently the truth values in Ω are represented in the
form
[δΘ(A(B))]
ϕA(B)(b) = ϕA(B) ⊗ b
where
[ϕA(B)∗v]⊗b´ = ϕA(B)⊗v(b´), ϕA(B) ∈ Θ(A(B), b´ ∈ A(B´), v : B´ → B, v(b´) = b
and a Boolean cover of the truth values object in a localization system, using
the unit of the adjunction, is expressed as:
δΘ(A(B))(ϕA(B)) = [δΘ(A(B))]
ϕA(B)
9 Description of Quantum Truth Values
In order to comprehend the functioning of the quantum truth values object
Ω in the category of quantum event algebras, it is necessary to provide a
definition of the value true. For this purpose we remind the following:
True : LR(1) →֒ LΘ(A(−))
Υ : R(1)→ Θ(A(−))
specified for each Boolean event algebra B, in B by:
[Υ]B : R(1)(B)→ Θ(A(B))
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such that for the unique element α(B) in R(1)(B), we have:
[Υ]B(α(B)) := idA(B)
Then by the commutativity of the diagram below
A(B)
 
 
 
 
 
 qqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqq
[δR(1)]
α(B)
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅qqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqq
[δΘ(A(B))]
idA(B)
LR(1) True qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq LΘ(A(−))
we may easily conclude that
1 = idA(B) ⊗ b = True(([δR(1)]
α(B))(b)) := true
Having specified the value true of the quantum truth values object Ω,
we define the notion of truth with respect to the category of quantum event
algebras as follows:
[δΘ(A(B))]
ϕA(B)(b) = ϕA(B) ⊗ b = true iff b ∈ Dom(ϕA(B))
where
[ϕA(B)∗v]⊗b´ = ϕA(B)⊗v(b´), ϕA(B) ∈ Θ(A(B), b´ ∈ A(B´), v : B´ → B, v(b´) = b
and a Boolean cover of the truth values object in a localization system, using
the unit of the adjunction, is expressed as:
δΘ(A(B))(ϕA(B)) = [δΘ(A(B))]
ϕA(B)
Furthermore according to the pullback diagram below ϕA(B) = l ⋆ e, for a
subobject of a quantum event algebra l : K →֒ L, and a Boolean domain
cover e : A(B)→ L.
Dom(l ∗ e) qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq K
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
l∗ e
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
l
A(B) e qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq L
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If we remind the relevant discussion of truth in the category of classical
sets, we notice that in the present case, the characteristic function of a sub-
object of a quantum event algebra l : K →֒ L, is specified as an equivalence
class of pullbacks of the subobject along its restrictions on a localization
system of compatible Boolean domain covers. It is straightforward to see
that, in case of monic covers, each pullback is expressed as intersection of
the subobject with the corresponding cover in the Boolean localization sys-
tem. In particular, the value 1 = true in Ω is assigned to all those b that
belong in Dom(ϕA(B)) according to the pullback diagram above, or equiv-
alently, to all those b, that belong to the restrictions of a subobject of a
quantum event algebra along the covers of a localization system of the lat-
ter. We may notice that the specification of the quantum truth values object
Ω, as characterized by the values [δΘ(A(B))]
ϕA(B)(b) = ϕA(B) ⊗ b, does not in
general, allows to say that not being true is equivalent to false, as in the
classical case. Another important remark is related with the value 1 = true
in Ω, in conjunction with the definition of the maximal element of Ω, as
1 = εA(Z) ⊗ 1 ∀εA(Z) ∈ Θ(A(Z)). It implies that 1 belongs in εA(Z),
for all εA(Z) ∈ Θ(A(Z)). In this perspective, the truth values can be char-
acterized as equivalence classes of filters of covers in a Boolean localization
system, and the maximal value true corresponds to an equivalence class of
ultrafilters. Using this observation it is straightforward to verify that the
truth value criterion, in case of monic covers in a Boolean localization sys-
tem of a quantum event algebra can be re-expressed in terms of the pasting
map, which is an isomorphism
ΩB,B´ : ψB´B(A(B)
⋂
A(B´)) qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq ψBB´(A(B)
⋂
A(B´))
or equivalently
ΩB,B´ : ρA(B)(A(B)
⋂
A(B´)) qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqqq ̺A(B´)(A(B)
⋂
A(B´))
according to the diagram below:
A(B)
⋂
A(B´)
̺A(B)
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qqqqqqqqqqq A(B)
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
ρA(B)
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
ψB
A(B´)
ψB´
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
qq
qq
qqqqq L
Taking into account the definition of the pasting isomorphism map:
ΩB,B´ = ρA(B) ◦ ̺A(B´)
−1
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we conclude that, the truth value criterion, in this case is expressed as:
[δΘ(A(C))]
ϕA(C)(c) = ϕA(C) ⊗ c = true iff c = ΩB,C(1)
namely iff c is in the image of the maximal element in A(B), via the isomor-
phism pasting map ΩB,C .
10 Valuations of propositions and Measure-
ment
The conceptual essence of existence of a quantum truth values object Ω in
the category of quantum event algebras, as specified concretely in the pre-
vious section, is associated with the fact that Ω constitutes the appropriate
quantum algebra or quantum logic for valuations of propositions describing
the behavior of a quantum system, in correspondence with the classical case,
where the two element Boolean algebra 2, is used for valuations of proposi-
tions related with the behavior of a classical system. In this sense, proposi-
tions associated with the description of the behavior of a quantum system in
various contexts of observation, identified by Boolean domain charts in lo-
calization systems of a quantum event algebra, are being naturally assigned
truth values in Ω, by means of:
[δΘ(A(B))]
ϕA(B)(b) = ϕA(B) ⊗ b
where
[ϕA(B)∗v]⊗b´ = ϕA(B)⊗v(b´), ϕA(B) ∈ Θ(A(B), b´ ∈ A(B´), v : B´ → B, v(b´) = b
and furthermore b may be though as representing the element (for instance
projection operator) that identifies a proposition p in the context of A(B).
More specifically, a complete description of reality is characterized by the
requirement that:
true = 1 = εA(Z) ⊗ 1 ∀εA(Z) ∈ Θ(A(Z))
true = 1 = idA(B) ⊗ b ∀b ∈ A(B)
For example, we may discuss briefly, a typical measurement situation refer-
ring to a quantum system prepared to pass through a slit, where a counter
has been put to record by clicking, the passage through the slit. If we denote
a Boolean domain preparation context, that contains both the measuring
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apparatus as well as the system observed, by A(B), then it is obvious that
the proposition:
〈 Counter clicks ⇒ system passes through the slit 〉, or, 〈 p→ q 〉
is assigned the value true in Ω, expressing a complete description of the
state of affairs. It is evident that in every Boolean cover of a localization
system the maximal element corresponds to p→ q = ¬p
∨
q. We notice that
this is not enough to infer that q is true. In order to infer the above, we
need to use the Boolean reference frame that contains only the measuring
apparatus, being obviously a subobject of the preparatory Boolean frame
A(B). If we denote by εA(B), the monic that corresponds to the specified
subobject, we easily deduce that
εA(B) ⊗ p = true
since obviously p is contained in Dom(εA(B)), and for notational convenience
we have identified the proposition p with its corresponding element b inA(B).
Now, it is evident that with respect to the Boolean frame containing only
the apparatus we can say that the proposition q:system passes through the
slit is true. In this perspective, the existence of a measuring apparatus plays
the role of an ultrafilter in the preparatory context A(B), transforming truth
with respect to Ω, into two-valued truth with respect to 2. This is effected
by the fact that the monic subobject of A(B), containing only the measuring
apparatus, is equivalent to a classical valuation map A(B) → 2, as can be
easily seen from the ultrafilter characterization.
The use of the quantum truth values object Ω, in conjunction with the
language of Boolean reference frames, for valuations of propositions related
with the behavior of a quantum system, provides a powerful formal tool
capable of resolving problems associated with the quantum framework of
description of reality, that have been essentially created due to the use of an
inappropriate object of truth values, that cannot play the role of a subobject
classifier in the category of quantum event algebras, as in the classical case.
Hopefully, in a forthcoming paper we will present an exposition of quantum
paradoxes and their resolution from the viewpoint of the theoretical scheme of
the present paper. At this stage, it is instructive to notice that the role of the
apparatus in a typical measurement situation provides exactly the means for
the transformation of the quantum truth values object Ω, into the classical
object 2. In this sense, we may claim that the physics of the apparatus
specifies a frame in which a unique decomposition of the proposition p → q
is possible such that the proposition q is legitimately assigned the value true,
only with respect to this frame, namely an ultrafilter in A(B). Subsequently,
Kochen-Specker theorem is an expression of the fact that a unique apparatus
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cannot reduce all propositions in a quantum event algebra to classical two-
valued truth, and exactly this fact, substantiates the viewpoint of the present
work, necessitating the use of variable Boolean contexts interlocking non-
trivially in localization systems of a quantum algebra of events. We may
further argue that, the variation of the base Boolean event algebra is actually
arising from any operational procedure aiming to fix the state of a quantum
system, and corresponds in this sense, to the variation of all possible Boolean
preparatory contexts for measurement. In this setting the notion of truth is
adjacent to equivalent classes of compatible filters, instantiating subobjects of
preparatory contexts for measurement, whereas the value true, that provides
a complete description of reality, is prescribed by the rule true = 1 = εA(B)⊗
1 ∀εA(B) ∈ Θ(A(B)).
11 Epilogue
It is an astonishing observation that both, the interpretation of quantum
event structures in terms of operationally substantiated localization systems
consisting of compatible overlapping Boolean reference frames, and, the exis-
tence of a quantum truth values object playing the role of subobject classifier
and used naturally for valuations of propositions describing the behavior of
quantum systems, are obtained as consequences of the fundamental adjunc-
tion of the categorical scheme. Thus the adjunction construction embod-
ies both, the semantics of representation of quantum logics as manifolds of
Boolean coordinatizing coefficients, and, the semantics of truth values en-
coded in the specification of a classifying object in the category of quantum
logics.
Because of the foundational significance underlying the notion of adjunc-
tion in the interpretation of quantum event structures, it is necessary to ex-
amine more closely its functioning from a physical viewpoint. If we consider
the natural bijection
Nat(P,R(L)) ∼= HomL(LP, L)
the functors R and L are not inverses, since we can see that neither RL nor
LR need be isomorphic to an identity functor. One way of thinking about
this is to recall the analogy between functors and translations and make it
literal.
If we consider that SetsB
op
is the universe of [Boolean event algebras]-
variable sets, and L that of quantum event algebras, then the functor L :
SetsB
op
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
q
q
qqq
qqqqqqqq L can be understood as a translational code from variable sets
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of Boolean localization domains, standing as physical contexts of measure-
ment, to the algebra of events describing globally the behavior of a quantum
system. On the other side, the functor R : L qqqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqqq SetsB
op
can be conceived
as a translational code in the inverse direction. In general, the content of
the information is not possible to remain completely invariant translating
from one language to another and back, that is by encoding and decoding
a message. However, there remain two ways for a [Boolean event algebras]-
variable set P, or else multiple filters structured window, to communicate a
message to a quantum event algebra L. Either the information is specified in
quantum descriptive terms with P translating, which we can represent as the
quantum homomorphism LP→ L, or the information is given in Boolean de-
scriptive terms with L translating, represented as the natural transformation
P→ R(L). In the first case, L thinks that is questioned in its own quantum
descriptive terms, while in the second P thinks that it poses a question in
Boolean terms. The natural bijection then corresponds to the assertion that
these two distinct ways of communication, objectified as interactions via the
channels of measuring devices, are equivalent.
Thus, the adjunctive correspondence is precisely constitutive of the mean-
ing embodied in the process of relating relations arising from the partial
congruences of two different globally descriptive levels of event language in
communication. Most importantly, it engulfs all the necessary and sufficient
conditions for the formulation of a two-directional dependent variation reg-
ulated simultaneously by the Boolean and quantum structural levels in local
congruence. This process is actualized operationally in any preparatory con-
text of a measurement situation with the purpose of extracting information
semantically associated with the behavior of a quantum system via observ-
able quantities. Of course, the global closure of this process, is necessary
to be constrained to obey certain conditions, such that its total constitutive
information content, unfolded in the multitude of local Boolean reference
frames, is both, preserved and, coherently organized in a logical manner.
Remarkably the necessary and sufficient conditions for both of these re-
quirements, namely, [i] preservation of information content and [ii] logical
organization of information under classification, is supplied by the adjunc-
tive correspondence itself, via the counit and unit constructions respectively,
characterizing the adjunction itself. More concretely, the Boolean manifold
representation, which guarantees the first requirement, is a consequence of
the isomorphism property of the counit map for every quantum event algebra,
whereas the existence of a quantum truth values object, which in turn, guar-
antees the second requirement, is a consequence of the isomorphism property
of the unit for the subobject functor.
It is instructive to discuss in some detail the above arguments. On the
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one side, we notice that a full and faithful representation of the structure
of events of a globally non-Boolean quantum algebra, in terms of families of
coordinatizing Boolean domain homomorphisms, being qualified as covering
or localization systems, is guaranteed if and only if the counit is a quantum
isomorphism. This conclusion, subsequently, is the referent of the invariance
property pertaining the preservation of the total qualitative information con-
tent embodied in a quantum algebra of events through the process of unfold-
ing in Boolean reference frames of covering systems and then enfolding back.
On the other side, we notice that the subobject functor is representable in the
category of quantum event algebras by a classifying object if and only if the
unit is an isomorphism. In this case the classifying object is characterized as
quantum truth values object and may be legitimately used for valuations of
quantum propositions, in exact correspondence with the use of the two-valued
Boolean object for valuations of classical propositions. This conclusion is, in
turn, the referent of a powerful formal tool for the organization of the logi-
cal dimension of the information included in the category of quantum event
algebras, as it is encoded in Boolean localization systems. Thus, finally, the
isomorphic properties of the counit and unit of the fundamental adjunction
stand as global closure conditions for the complete comprehension of the
information contained in a quantum event structure via processes of local-
ization in Boolean reference frames and subsequent processes of classification
in terms of truth values.
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